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TARA MAMEDOVA

Kurdish singer Tara Mamedova has a new song out, with great video clip:
Sîno.

https://mailchi.mp/45a14f4784ab/expert-kurdistan-15-january-2023?e=[UNIQID]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NDd3JDjgf8
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NEWS 
HDP started election campaign

With a big rally in Istanbul, the Labour and Freedom Alliance (of HDP and
several smaller oparties and organisations) started the campaign for the
parliamentary and presidential elections, scheduled for 18 June. The
Alliance earlier announced it will run with its own presidential candidate,
but no name was announced yet.

The rally’s slogan was ‘Let’s put an end to poverty, war and oppression’. Jailed
former HDP co-leader Selahattin Demirtaş had already hinted at his ‘presence’
at the rally, and it turned out he had written and recorded a song, judging by the
sound sang over the phone, together with the Dicle Fırat Choir, which was
played at the rally. Title: ‘Emekçiyiz biz’, We are workers (picture: screenshot
from the video).

Mothers

This Tuesday, the Chief Prosecutor of the Supreme Court, Bekir Şahin, gave
his oral statement in the closure case against the HDP. He said that the HDP is
‘operating as a recruting bureau for the terrorist organisation’, presenting the
so-called ‘Diyarbakır mothers’ as evidence: this group of mothers has been
holding a sit-in in front of the HDP office in Diyarbakır since years, claiming that
their children were ‘abducted’ by the PKK in cooperation with the HDP. The
mothers are widely considered to be paid by the government, and their claims
have never been proven.

Assault

The HDP will give their reaction at a later date. It remains unclear whether a
decision in the closure case will be taken before the elections. The party’s co-
leader Mithat Sancar said in a televized interview with Haber Türk that closure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G18GtFvE3vs
https://www.dw.com/tr/hdp-davas%C4%B1-ba%C5%9Fsavc%C4%B1-s%C3%B6zl%C3%BC-a%C3%A7%C4%B1klama-yapt%C4%B1/a-64336818
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRn82cPiIbk
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of the party would be a stumbling block for not just HDP but also for the election
process – a remarkable interview because the HDP has been banned from
appearing on mainstream channels in Turkey since years.

Not caring much about the separation of powers, a political advisor of president
Erdoğan said it is ‘likely’ that the HDP will be shut down. A group of ten
international and local ngo’s, including Human Rights Watch, called the closure
case ‘an assault on political opposition and democratic norms’.

COMMENT
Danger: Kurds become less visible as protests enter fifth month

As the protests in Rojhilat and Iran are entering their fifth month since the
murder of Jina Mahsa Amini on 16 September 2022, the Kurdish
perspective seems to be fading away in much of the international media
reporting. In the Iranian diaspora, any recognition or even awareness of
Kurdish demands for the future seems to be absent still. A revolution is
ongoing, but to what extend will the inevitable change benefit those who
suffer from the regime the most?

This week’s news about the ongoing revolution in Rojhilat and Iran in
established western media has been the execution of British-Iranian Alireza
Akbari, and the UK’s intention to label Iran’s revolutionary guards as a terrorist
organisation. Rojhilati and Iranian human rights organisations have continued
to report about the repression by the regime, including abductions, torture and
death sentences. These reports often don’t make it to the news pages and the
televized news around the world though, especially when the victims are
common citizens (which they in general are) who don’t have a profile that
especially appeals to western audiences.

https://medyanews.net/turkeys-top-court-should-hear-hdp-case-after-elections-co-chair-sancar/
https://medyanews.net/erdogans-advisor-says-hdp-likely-to-be-shut-down/
https://www.hrw.org/news/2023/01/10/turkey-closure-case-against-political-party-looms
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/jan/14/iran-executes-british-iranian-national-alireza-akbari-report
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2023/jan/14/uk-brand-iran-revolutionary-guards-as-terrorists-akbari-execution
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In a way, this is related to what the core of news is, which is an event that
differs from the ordinary. The first death sentence for a protester is news, the
second already less, the tenth is no longer worth reporting. This makes it
difficult for news media to report a revolution, especially when it is a slow
revolution and even a revolution that may take months or even years to lead to
the desired result.

Soon – and this is already happening - the reporting is bound to follow the
common frames that apply to news about Iran: relations with the US and
European countries, the economic sanctions, reports about more or less
famous Iranian citizens in trouble with the regime, and the involvement of Iran
in the Ukrainian war. There are exceptions of course, wider reports will be
published, but they confirm the rule. This is almost inevitable, as you can read
in an earlier essay I have written about this journalistic mechanism focusing on
reporting about the revolution in Rojava.

The result is – and this is also already happening – that also the Kurdish angle
will be fading away in much of the reports. It’s no coincidence that a short item
of German ZDF about the position of the German government towards the
revolution in Iran, speaks of the fact that women started the revolution, but fails
to mention that it were actually Kurdish women. The angle of the report is
Germany’s so-called ‘feminist foreign policy’, and how this relates to the lack of
action of the foreign ministry.

It is flawed on so many levels. First, foreign ministries of western capitalist neo-
colonialist states declare their own approach to geo-politics to be ‘feminist’
(which they per definition cannot be). Then journalists start to take that self-
proclaimed feminism as a starting point for their reporting, forgetting the items
they all made in the early weeks of the revolution about the deeper meaning of
the slogan Jin, Jiyan, Azadi, which explicitely connects everybody’s freedom
and holds dear the notion that nobody can be free untill everybody is free.

https://www.patreon.com/posts/in-mainstream-in-39760064
https://www.zdf.de/politik/berlin-direkt/berlin-direkt-baerbocks-haertetest-aussenpolitik-iran-100.html
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This is dangerous for the outcome of the revolution. If the Kurdish, but also for
example the Balochi, angle is forgotten and not talked about in international
media, it won’t be a topic on social media either, and vice versa. Advocates for
regime change in Iran who are not part of an ethnic or religious community (and
Kurds are both), are not forced to reflect on what they envision for Iran’s future,
and how the right to self-determination of nations who live within Iran’s borders
fits into that vision.

The risk is that if, or when, regime change comes, the current dictatorship will
be replaced by not a mainly religious, but a mainly nationalist government, with
the Kurds and other marginalized groups again not getting the rights they are
entitled too. Kurds would be out of the frying pan, but into the fire.
 

Pictured are Kurds who have been punished one way or the other by the
regime this week, not just because of involvement in the protests but also
because of other reasons. Upper left: Ahura Karami (sentenced to almost six
years in prison), upper right: Basir Ahmadi (a student in Tehran abducted by the
regime.) Middle left: Sina Naderi (a 16-year old kolbar who was injured during a
chase by the regime’s border forces), middle right: Azad Dadvand (one of two
Kurds who were among five prisoners who were hanged). Lower left: Mahsa
Farhadi (sentenced to two years in prison), lower right: Ali Fathi and Shadi
Amiri (arrested).

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

https://hengaw.net/en/news/2023/01/ahura-karami-from-kermanshah-was-sentenced-to-5-years-and-8-months-in-prison
https://hengaw.net/en/news/2023/01/the-fate-of-basir-ahmadi-a-kidnapped-kurdish-student-from-paveh-remains-unknown
https://hengaw.net/en/news/2023/01/one-of-the-arrested-children-from-paveh-has-been-injured-while-working-as-a-kolber
https://hengaw.net/en/news/2023/01/five-prisoners-including-two-kurds-were-executed-in-arak-prison
https://hengaw.net/en/news/2023/01/mahsa-farhadi-an-arrested-citizen-from-sanandaj-was-sentenced-to-two-years-in-prison-in-tehran
https://hengaw.net/en/news/2023/01/a-kurdish-couple-was-arrested-in-dehgolan
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“It is good that I took those pictures. The murderers may not
have been punished, but the family knows that their child was

innocent.”

Kurdish journalist Abdurrahman Gök in an interview with DW Türkçe after he
learned that the sentence of one year, six months and 22 days jail against him

was approved by the Court of Cassation. He was convicted for ‘making
propaganda for a terrorist organisation’ for the picture he took, shown here, of
police murdering student Kemal Kurkut on Newroz 2017 in Amed (Diyarbakır).

In a tweet, Gök said that “during 27 years of prosecutions, I never backed
down, and I will also not back down because of the approval of this sentence.

Journalism will continue.”

Meanwhile, another Kurdish journalist, Sezgin Kartal, was arrested on charges
of ‘membership of a terrorist organisation’.

FROM THE ACADEMY
* Volume 16 of The International Journal of Conflict and Violence was published and
offers no less than nine articles digging into ‘Geopolitical Shifts and Ethnic Conflicts:
The Transnational Kurdish Conflict in the Contemporary Middle East on Kurdistan’,

and they are all open access!

* Also open access articles at The Commentaries: ‘Anti-intellectualism and
discrediting of critical academics in Turkey: an approach to the Turkish-Kurdish

conflict’ by Serhat Tutkal, and ‘Kurdistan Under New Attacks’ by Terry Saltsman and
Michael Gunter.

* ‘Struggle for Self-Determination: The Kurds and Mesopotamian Indigeneity’ by
Aynur Unal has no paywall either.

https://twitter.com/dw_turkce/status/1613590380137648130
http://mezopotamyaajansi35.com/tum-haberler/content/view/194437
https://twitter.com/arahmangok/status/1613421123814969344
http://mezopotamyaajansi35.com/en/ALL-NEWS/content/view/194605
https://www.ijcv.org/index.php/ijcv/issue/view/394
https://journals.tplondon.com/com/article/view/2856
https://journals.tplondon.com/com/article/view/2934
https://www.philosophy-world-democracy.org/articles-1/struggle-for-self-determination-the-kurds-and-mesopotamian-indigeneity
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* The Network for Alternative Quest will hold its fourth conference about democratic
confederalism (the political philosophy of Abdullah Öcalan) between 7 and 9 April at
Hamburg University. Title: “Challenging Capitalist Modernity IV: We want our world

back — Resist, Reclaim and Rebuild”. More info on the website.

Also this week…
… freezing temperatures
and a lack of both
electricity and petrol for
generators have lead to
ongoing protests in
Pênciwên, Sulaymanya
Governorate in the
Kurdistan Region in Iraq.
Picture via Esta.

… it came to light that a
child of now 16 years old
has been the victim of
sexual abuse by around fourty people, including police officers, in Van province
for at least three years. The case file was stamped secret, and the journalist
breaking the story, Oktay Candemir, was summoned to the police station to
give a statement. Elsewhere in the same province, an Afghan refugee was
sexually molested by two soldiers.

… no crimes were reported in Halabja in 2022, the local police department said.

… the Autonomous
Administration of
Northeast-Syria asked the
UN to re-open te Al-
Yarubiya border crossing
(red pin on the map) to
improve the humanitarian
situation in the region, but
its request was not
granted. The border
crossing has been closed
since 2021.

… lawyer Eren Keskin, tireless defender of Kurdish rights in Turkey, is one of
the three winners of this years’ Olof Palme Prize.

http://www.networkaq.net/
https://rojnews.news/ku/kurdistan/li-penciwen-3-roj-in-xwepesandan-didome/
https://www.rudaw.net/english/kurdistan/120120232
https://twitter.com/Esta__English/status/1613878397028950018
https://firatnews.com/dunya/van-da-16-yasinda-kadina-polis-ve-memurlardan-cinsel-saldiri-179885
https://twitter.com/oktaycandemir/status/1614241662028455936
https://twitter.com/OhdVan/status/1613885965155663874
https://twitter.com/DrawMediaNet/status/1612445461423558656
https://www.hawarnews.com/en/haber/aanes-calls-on-united-nations-to-reopen-tal-kocer-crossing-h34677.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2023/01/un-extends-syria-cross-border-aid-six-months
https://www.palmefonden.se/2023-marta-chumalo-eren-keskin-and-narges-mohammade/
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… an improvised explosive device dropped from a drone struck the Khor Mor
gas field in Kurdistan in Iraq but caused no damage or casualties, Iraq Oil
Report reported.

… arsonists attacked the HDP’s branch in the eastern city of Muş.

… the Istanbul municipality
theatre cancelled the performance
of the play Mem û Zîn, the most
famous Kurdish epic tale. In
related news, a concert by
Kurdish singer Kasım Taşdoğan
was cancelled in Nusaybin
(Mardin province) after police said
they’d intervene and close the
cafe if the concert would go
ahead.

… Kurds in Kirkuk expressed
concern about the effect of further

Arabisation of the historically Kurdish city (just outside the Kurdistan Region) on
the Iraqi provincial elections later this year.

… the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights published a new report about
demographic change in Afrin, the Turkish-occupied Kurdish region in
Northwest-Syria.

… Human Rights Watch published its World Report 2023, and the situation of
Kurds was mentioned in all four parts of Kurdistan: check Iraq, Iran, Syria and
Turkey.

https://www.iraqoilreport.com/news/drone-attack-signals-ongoing-threat-to-khor-mor-45389/
https://medyanews.net/arsonists-target-pro-kurdish-hdp-offices-in-eastern-turkey/
https://medyanews.net/istanbul-municipality-theatre-administration-blocks-play-based-on-kurdish-epic-tale/
http://mezopotamyaajansi35.com/KULTUR-SANAT/content/view/194632
https://medyanews.net/kurdish-concert-cancelled-due-to-police-threat-in-turkeys-southeastern-city/
https://www.kurdistan24.net/en/story/30396-Kurds-concerned-about-demographic-change,-voter-registration-in-Kirkuk%E2%80%99s-next-provincial-election
https://www.syriahr.com/en/284034/
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2023/country-chapters/iraq
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2023/country-chapters/iran
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2023/country-chapters/syria
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2023/country-chapters/turkey
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Artist Ferhat Tunç, currently living
in exile, launched a new ablum
with songs he wrote before but
never released. The album is

called Kayıp Şarkıları, Lost Songs.

Folk music group LaWje is giving
a concert in Istanbul on 20

January in cooperation with
female singers from the regions

of Çolemerg, Behdînan and
Botan. Tickets here. Nice4 article
about the cooperation between
LaWje and the women on Bianet.
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